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Pages: 15-17
Lines: 1-160

Wha ri potis  den e 
ced  te ni s dito? Wha 
ar u ni de ot se?

Wha d i re n  opg on? 
How h u bg s o t i? How  Ja  difft o 

Grap?

Wha  t am sy? Ho  te l net?

1. Gon g: Grap
2. ko: coff ih k
3. te : te ho l
4. toy: bo
5. er: to-tg Cin us       
6. Bab: far
7. ki: lil, af to  ot

inrt

From notes on 
page 24

Wha  w en o 
Grap’ id o f?

THE EMERGENCY (Line 127)

A state of emergency was declared in Singapore on 

24 June 1948, a week after emergency was 

launched in the Federation of Malaya following 

a spate of violence by the Malayan Communist 

Party (MCP)During the Emergency, the MCP in 

Singapore carried out numerous acts of violence 

and sabotage including murders, assassinations 

and arson attacks in the early 1950s. It sabotaged 

British-owned interests and companies in order to 

tie down British resources in Singapore.Communist 

hit squads carried out numerous assassinations in 

Singapore, including an attempted assassination on 

then Governor of Singapore Franklin Gimson.

(“Emergency Is Declared in Singapore - Singapore History”)
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One group 
should focus 
on Jia Cai.

Gat qoon 

ta t s 

soh ab 

te hte  

ha. 

Eac r sod 

ha e qan 

bu h hu l 

be ffen t 

yo ru. 

Combine your individual work into a 
group piece.

The other group then comments on what 
they notice about your character based on 
your performance. 

One group 
should focus 
on Grandpa.
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Decide what your section is revealing 
about each of the characters.

Rehearse your section, exploring ways to 
bring out those characteristics.

Share your work in order so you get a 
sense of the whole section of script.

Discuss what each performance revealed 
about the different characters. 

Lin 62- 109

(Grap; Ji i)
Lin 110-160

(Grap; Yin 

Gun)
Lin 1-61 

(Grap; Hed A.; 

Ji i;  Ol Teh)
Yo c ad Dto w ne 
fo ms
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[Dars. Sen.

Pogt uc  er. 

Spog res  ota 

bar te r ih  

wi pe cs. Sos  

so stas  er

orn ri n ns; te g ud, h gal fa.Lig fs  Gog  si b a r-tod koam l.Tot le.]

Draw a sketch with 

your initial idea in terms 

of how you might make 

it all work on stage. 

Create a moodboard for the set 
design for Kopitiam.
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We d  ko w t wi f on,  u n o b pa f 
anh. Ls er, y a qin  al he pes, ote 
con mo h ap, s e l ris  kis  ess. 

Section B of the exam will be on Extract 2 (Kopitiam). 
  You will need to answer two questions:

A 10 mark question (no choice) 
on directing, design or 
performing. 

A 15 mark question from a choice 
of 2 questions on directing, 
design or performing. 

We jump straight into 

here in this pack!

MOURNING
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MO:
The ser  el of  
perce, n et y 
te s, en  lit. 
(CI)

The lge  is al fiin  l i. It’ ar 
to r eyn o w to  n 20 it, o 
be  ma  ew l on bo ur  
id o ce t od, n ec mes  h 
te t mt e fu  lutn ho es. 

Read the passage from line 1, [‘Darkness. Silence.’] to line 109 [‘...he 
was only 20.’] As a director, how would you advise the actors to show 

the familial relationships portrayed in this passage? [10]

In the sample answers they have an answer as short as 260 
words that gets 9/10. But they have longer answers of about 
400 words too. Depends how efficiently you write. They give 
you a page in the exam booklet (about 25 lines) as guidance. 

10 marks = 20 mins
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Read the passage from line 1, 
[‘Darkness. Silence.’] to line 109 

[‘...he was only 20.’] As a director, 
how would you advise the actors to 

show the familial relationships 
portrayed in this passage? [10]

● Relationship: loving, honest, respectful but both 
unmoving  

● First lines spoken establish position
● Grandpa almost sulky (36)
● JC Affectionate but honest (65)
● Repeated ‘Gong Gong’
● Pragmatic vs emotional / old vs new
● Brings up Father’s death as a fault of old ways
● Both use Father as a ‘weapon’What is being asked? Analyse the question. 

HOW to advise actors to show FAMILIAL 
RELATIONSHIPS. 

MOURNING
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘Darkness. Silence.’] to line 109 
[‘...he was only 20.’] As a director, how would you advise the 
actors to show the familial relationships portrayed in this 
passage? [10]

The relationship between Grandpa and Jia Cai is clearly full of love and respect, but each are committed to their 

own perspective in terms of their attitude and beliefs about progress vs tradition. They respectfully disagree with 

each other throughout the scene and I would want each of them to show that their desire to persuade the other 

comes from a place of love. Each must be utterly convinced that he is doing the right thing for the other by trying to 

win him over. Jia Cai will have been taught to respect his elders in a traditional way, but he has also been changed 

by his time in the West and he feels it’s his responsibility to help Grandpa let go of the past. 

Each character establishes their perspective in their first lines spoken to each other as Grandpa states, “I have 

always hoped you would one day take over from your father,” while Jia Cai reminds him to “Be practical, Gong 

Gong.” I would have Grandpa look directly into Jia Cai’s eyes to almost guilt him into his expectations as he 

immediately brings up Jia Cai’s recently deceased Father. Jia Cai will hold his gaze as he stands his ground, speaking 

his line softly, but firmly. I notice that through the passage, they both bring up Father’s death as a kind of weapon to 

guilt the other one. Jia Cai blames his father’s death on his refusal to see a ‘Western doctor’ while Grandpa keeps 

reminding him that the kopitiam was ‘his life.’ I would have them speak lines about Yin Guan carefully, gently, but 

with an insistence that shows that they are not giving in to the other. 

MOURNING
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘Darkness. Silence.’] to line 109 
[‘...he was only 20.’] As a director, how would you advise the 
actors to show the familial relationships portrayed in this 
passage? [10]

I also notice that Jia Cai uses the term ‘Gong Gong’ a number of times throughout the passage: whenever he holds 

his position, or disagrees with Grandpa, it is often punctuated by an affectionate, “Gong Gong,” at the beginning or 

end of a sentence. I would have him say this term with love to keep reminding his grandpa that he is still his 

grandson, even though he has grown up into his own man. 

Grandpa seems to play a bit of a game with Jia Cai, becoming almost sulky at times with lines like, “White haired old 

men bidding goodbye to blackhaired young men,” as if there might be a subtext that he is suggesting that the new 

ways of Jia Cai’s generation are what lead to premature deaths. It’s not explicit, but it could be implied by him giving 

a sideways glance to Jia Cai to see if he picks up on the underlying meaning. 

I would want to build the pace and tension from around line 80 as they each become increasingly heated and 

insistent on their point of view. I would have them build pace and volume and emotion right up to the line, “You 

never stop!” Grandpa could then feel that he needs to calm down to explain his generation and shift into the past as 

we move towards the flashback with Yin Guan. 

[509 words in 20 minutes: 5 planning; 13 writing; 2 checking.]
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Read the passage from line 1, 
[‘Darkness. Silence.’] to line 109 

[‘...he was only 20.’] As a director, 
how would you advise the actors to 

show the familial relationships 
portrayed in this passage? [10]

● Plan here…

What is being asked? Analyse the question. 
HOW to advise actors to show FAMILIAL 

RELATIONSHIPS. 

First establish mood, then say how. 

MOURNING
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘Darkness. Silence.’] to line 109 
[‘...he was only 20.’] As a director, how would you advise the 
actors to show the familial relationships portrayed in this 
passage? [10]

Write here…
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘Darkness. Silence.’] to line 109 
[‘...he was only 20.’] As a director, how would you advise the 
actors to show the familial relationships portrayed in this 
passage? [10]

Write here…
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Read the passage from line 1, [‘Darkness. Silence.’] to line 
109 [‘...he was only 20.’] As a director, how would you advise 
the actors to show the familial relationships portrayed in this 
passage? [10]

9-10
Offers insight into the passage and provides a detailed and perceptive 
discussion of how to direct it to show the familial relationships. 

7-8
Offers some insight into the passage and provides a range of practical ideas of 
how to direct it to show the familial relationships.

5-6
Offers understanding of the passage and provides some specific examples of 
how to direct it to show the familial relationships.

3-4
Offers some understanding of the passage and provides a simple suggestion of 
how to direct it.

1-2
Offers basic understanding of the passage and a general comment on how to 
direct it.

0 No creditable response.
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